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By RACHEL LAMB

Diamond jewelry house Kwiat is choosing select digital and print outlets to display its
newest advertising campaign that focuses on the sophisticated style of the brand.

Luxury-focused publications will host the new Kwiat ads, which includes a mixture of art
mediums such as watercolor paintings and jewelry. Meanwhile, the digital ad buys focus
on the affluent bride-to-be with spots in places such as Brides.com, Lover.ly and Style Me
Pretty.

“In creating our new campaign, we wanted to move away from traditional jewelry
advertising and invite the viewer to interpret the piece as it relates to their personal style,”
said Greg Kwiat, president of Kwiat, New York.

“We want women to see the image and imagine a story of their own rather than one
forced on them by a model or celebrity spokesperson,” he said.

“We created this campaign to differentiate Kwiat from other jewelry houses and the
lifestyle imagery that is prevalent in most ads.”

Girl's  best friend
The ads were created by artist Holly Houk and photographer Josh Haskin with creative
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direction from Kwiat’s Emily Barere.

These individuals worked together for Kwiat’s 2009 campaign.

The ads combine a mixture of art mediums including fine jewelry photography, light
photography, illustration and watercolor paintings.

Kwiat campaign

Each ad looks as if a silhouetted woman is wearing a piece of jewelry as a handbag or
other accessory.

The color palette moves away from classic monochromatic blues into gem colored hues
illustrating the sophisticated style of the brand, according to Kwait. The result embodies
Kwiat’s classic diamond jewelry designs on the silhouette of a woman.

The print ads are breaking in DuJour, W, Robb Report, Departures, Martha Stewart
Weddings, The Private Journey and The New York Times.

Meanwhile, digital ad buys include the above publications and also Brides.com, Lover.ly
and Style Me Pretty.

“Kwiat selects the publications in which we advertise based on the preferences and tastes
of our clients,” Mr. Kwiat said.
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“The publications that we partner with hold themselves to the same standard of
excellence that we work toward in creating fine diamond jewelry,” he said.

Kwiat campaign

Wedding belles
It seems as if Kwiat is using print for a lifestyle push for all consumers based on the
demographics of each publication – for example, it is  in both male-centered Robb Report
and female-centered W and DuJour.

Meanwhile, it is  honing in on affluent brides for its digital buys. Interestingly, this is
something that other luxury jewelers have been doing.

For example, Cartier aimed at affluent brides in banner, takeover and sidebar
advertisements on New York magazine’s Web site that linked to its engagement and
wedding ring e-boutique.

The jeweler placed ads in May that took readers to its bridal site. Consumers could view
ring collections, read about Cartier’s expertise and history, locate a boutique and make
purchases based on availability (see story).

Also, Lazare Kaplan Intl. is  highlighting its legacy through a multichannel rebranding
campaign called Lazare 2012 that spans mobile, digital, in-store and print efforts for its
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new bridal collection.

The collection emphasizes timeless, modern bridal designs, according to the brand. In
addition to advertising on a bevy of marketing channels, Lazare is also working with
various retailer partners nationwide to form in-store marketing plans (see story).

“Our digital buy focuses on the affluent customer and the bridal market,” Mr. Kwiat said.
“The sites we have partnered with are relevant in our client’s lives.

“The sites have a strong presence in their respective areas of expertise and our clients
visit them daily,” he said. “The digital component of our media plan allows us to reach a
broader range of clients, since not all digital media consumers read the print versions of
the same publications.”

Final Take

Rachel Lamb, associate reporter on Luxury Daily, New York
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